Daily briefing

Hot movie

Sports

Five-year degrees

Metropolitan could be the sleeper
of the year, or at least the fall
season.
The movie focuses on young
socialites discussing life and
philosophy during the debutante
season in Manhattan.
Page 10

Lampkins out indefinitely

Students are taking more time to get their
degrees, often to round out their education.
Page 3

Who has the Last Laugh?
SJSU grad Jim Valentine owns the Last Laugh
comedy club in the Pavilion, which attracts
many people for its funny routines. Page 10

SJSU linebacker Everett Lampkins will undergo
arthroscopic knee surgery today. The 1989 first team All -Big West linebacker was hurt Saturday
at Washington Page 8

Big West football opener
The Spartans travel to the University of the
Pacific Saturday. Page 8
Weather
Mostly sunny. with scattered
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’We’re trying to pick up the ball and hope others will roll with it.’
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Ron Dirvai

Seventh street blooms despite budget cuts
By .1 ill Bry ant
I
i.enth ’meet took on a new look
oy,I the summer. despite budget cuts
and I sing costs at SJSU.
In just a fevi months. Seventh Street
changed from a hlocked-off asphalt
street into a cement viallsya
potential loliage areas. I he poled vias
Imanced a ith
45.1100 in grants to the
uniersity
the ne plaia
tally opened
as
yy oh Lardi
attivilies in April.
Se

It hasn’t been planted yet because
’tight now were waiting for cooler
’s cattier in the fall and donations in our
hands.- said Victor Castillo, director of
pounds. transportation and custodial
services.
Work has stopped because all of the
donated money has been used.
Budget al hit:dhotis for campus
improements like these are low priority
within the Calitornia State University
s stein. said Alan Freeman, director of

space management and facility’ planning.

"Because of growth in Es’
great need of academic building,.
is not likely to fund landscape proi(.,
Freeman said.
No other landscaping projects are
planned unless outside money is found.
Freeman added.
The primary source of funding for the
Seventh Street project came in the fomi
of a $100.000 donation from the Valley
Foundation.
"Our purpose is to give to causes
within Santa Clara County...and

i,lent Fullerton made a request." said
Smith. executive director of Ole
On top of the Valley Foundation’s
grant. Spartan Shops donated approximately 545.000 to the Seventh Street
project.
"Our mission is to serve the university
in whatever way we can." said Ron
Duval, executi% e director of Spartan
Shops. "Any excess funds are required
to go hack to the university."
If Spartan Shops has any money left at

hie end of the fiscal year. it is put back
into the university.
The grant was given by Spartan
Shops in an attempt to create other outside donations. "We’re trying to pick up
the ball and hope others will roll with
it." Duval said.
When Seventh and Ninth streets were
initially closed off more than IS years
ago. the city of San Jose expected SJSU
to turn them Into pedestrian walkways.
It has taken until now to get even one
See PLAZA, page 7

Students fight apathy in the
battle for alternative transport
It’s

Shunk saw the raffle as a "sad" way to attract students.
hut "it is one of the more effective." he said. "There is apaIt was intended to be an educational fair, to get students thy among many students and we have to do what we can
and others out uF their cars to find other ways til commut- to call their attention."
He had no estimate of the number of people who would
ing.
Some people legitimately seemed concerned. But for fill out the surveys hy the end of the two-day fair. It could
many others the attraction to this week’s "Alternative he 500. could he 1.000, he said. No matter the number, he
Transportation Fair" in the art quad w as only the free said, they are important.
Frisbee flying disks. T-shirts. round-trip CalTrain tickets
"Through these survey, we can get what the concerns are
and a chance to win a mountain hike,
and do something about
Shunk said.
Those students who admitted they came only for theN
The Surev results shoulj herlick-in about six weeks.
freebies would no t gi( e their names.
’said Mary lin Todd, business office supervtser for the
m
Christy Hart. a 26 y-dlo-rae
senior in art education,
department of traffic and parking operations.
attended "first because (11 the hike hut also because coolSamtrans. BART. County Transit. Air Quality Control
muting is important."
and Caltrain Environmental Resource Center and other
Environmental Resource Center Director Steve Shunk a transportation -related organizations distributed panphleis
’ year-old junior in geophysiology. stalled one of the bus- and general information sheets and at the same time gave
lest tables where people could till out a commuter survey away freebies such as buttons and pencils.
and also register for the hike.
See TRANSPORTATION, page 7
Dan ()camp

Donald Rv an. director il s,I st ’s
financial .aid office. is y% (irk inu to

\I.irt’uisticarale

Daily stall photographer

assist students with their increasingI% difficult financial needs.

Ryan helps students

Increased student fees
keeps director busy
nn Clifton
.1.111.1.8.1
kno6s

Ryan’s file

the rtglii
to push v. hen it comv lit P’s itliuir
11101110y tom students
As doe, hii iit spst s iiii,""ii

Age:
Education:B.A., Education,
San Jose State College, 1959.
Master’s, Guidance and Counseling, SJSU, 1962
IlElected chairman of National
Association of Student Aid
Administrators
MDirector of the SJSU Student
Aid office, 1965 to present
Assistant dean of students.
1960-1965
President of Western Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators, 1978-1979.
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See FINANCE, page 7

Chuck Phelps, left, takes a free frisbee and BART
day pass from Mitch Swanson. The giveaways were

part of the Alternative Transportation Fair next to
the Student Union. Tuesday and Wednesday.

Employers keep in touch
lt, i

,,

sy i,(Hk it, d employers will be on
campus to dist, us. lob opportunities.
Ira mine. one] nshills and general queslions with IA tilts and staff at this year’s
Cayce’ Exploianoo Day
’this yea? ’s plogratil. scheduled for
:Jim to A p.m.. is nunSept. 10 from
mg to the Events Center ni enable C0111dinators to fit the activities that previouslv took three di ’s into one
"It’s an opportunity tor employers to
come on campus and go, e our students a
chance to learn about their organua

Lana Melkoman. event buison and assistant coordinator for the
Carcei Planning and Placement Center.
"Basically it is the emplovers’ way ol
keeping in touch a oh 5.151’ because they
know we provide thousands of graduates
every year." she said
According to cisIldinators. this year’s
event promises to he even more helpful
1111,111 past ones,
"The great thing about this )ear’s
event is that Ws in the Events Center."
said Margaret Wilkes, career counselor
See CENTER, page 7

Career center offers choices
11

\ List 1..
.1.111 141

The Career Planning and Placement
Center tries to provide students with help
regarding career choices both now and in
the future.
According to the assistant director ha
the center. Luna Melkonian. the main
objective is to serve students and help
them make an effective transition trom
the university into the world 01 work, It
See C -IREER, page 7
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AND LETTERS

EmfoRiti,
‘Disenrollment’ blues
Thousands of SJSU students
face "disenrollment" after
Sept. 21 even though they
might have paid their fees.
Somehow this doesn’t sound
surprising. Because of the "budget
crunch" students are being asked to
part with $12 to $18 more to help the
school through the tight times.
Students are not being asked. The
administration is hiding behind vague
concepts like "disenrollment" to
soften the blow. Let’s not mince
words here. If you don’t have $18,
you’re outta here, expelled, kicked
out "disenrollment" indeed.
Once again the big guys can’t
solve their problems so they’ve left it
to us little guys to take care of it.
Never mind that we paid our fees on
time as required. Never mind that we
agreed to pay $471 as our tuition for
this semester. not $489.
What happens to the poor student
who can’t come up with the money?
What happens to the student that
viewed the lees as a contract for
which he or she fulfilled their part?
We don’t think the administration
would look too kindly on that student
saying, "Hey. I’m in a personal
budget crisis right now, so I’m only
sending in $453. I hope that’s not a
problem."

The administration wouldn’t be
able to "disenroll" that silly person
quick enough.
We all know that $18 is not a lot of
money, even to a student. It probably
won’t even cause any undue hardship
except for in the rare case. But that’s
not the point. Will it be $30 next
semester because it went so smoothly
this time around? And maybe $50 the
one after that and $219 the one after
that?
What choice will the student have?
They could go to another school.
which would be SJSU’s loss. Maybe
they could work more, take longer to
complete school and pay even more
money.

I Mir PEACE
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AWARENE45,. 01-\

OAVE MY OWN
RfiViri( SAL*.

it has to stop somewhere.
N0,
The administration needs to
make some long range plans
now to avoid this problem in the
future.
If the administration continues to
make knee-jerk reactions every time a
crisis comes along, they could be
sounding the death knell for the
future.
And it won’t be the pleasant tolling
of a Sunday morning church bell, it
will be the hollow clanging of a
funeral procession.
Ask not for whom the bell tolls .

Rau! L..
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SUZANNE CESAR

Think before speaking
Last winter I was raising my school fees
There are 14.000 people in Santa Clara
working at a restaurant in a downtown hotel. County that are disabled because of mental
A man in his late 40s came in. ordered a illness. Most of them are harmless and go
bacon cheeseburger and a chocolate about their lives quietly.
milkshake. and I started to make friendly
A small minority earn recognition among
’ conversion part of my job. He told me he SJSU students and community as the guy
was from Reedley. a small town near Fresno. who sits at the corner by Peanuts and asks for
Immediately I perked up. I told him my money." and "the woman who has black under
brother also lived in Reedley. He laughed her eyes and wanders through Lucky’s."
jokingly and said. "There are only two things
The majority of the mentally ill do not have
in Reedley a college and a crazy house. an intelligence deficit.
Where does your brother live?"
My brother will often rattle off high-tech
I managed a half-smile. but I felt like my lingo and discuss why he thinks John F.
heart had sunk into my stomach.
Kennedy was a great president. He fixed my
At the time, my brother was diagnosed as computer last week when the hard disk
schizophrenic and lived in the menial health crashed.
institution.
He also cried when he saw "Love Story"
My first reaction was anger. I wanted to and is a 49ers fan.
shake the guy and lei him know his remark
He just has a hard time relating to people.
was thoughtless and ignorant. But I was at He has some problems with motivation and he
work and it is against the hotel polic to sometimes won’t answer you.
strangle guests.
It’s very frustrating dealing with a family
So instead I told him that my brother was Member that isn’t up to par on social skills. II
mentally ill.
mild be easier to brush it off and make
He quietly paid his bill and left.
jokes.
Now my brother lives in a halfway house in
But he isn’t going to go away. and neither
San Jose.
are the 14.000 others.
But ignorance towards the mentally ill
Sti:anne Cesar is a Staff Writer tor the
abounds in jokes and thoughtless remarks.
Spartan Daily.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff. faculty.
others who are interested in the University
it large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
inust be turned into the Letters to the Editor
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom. WLN
104. during office hours. Submissions may

also he mailed to The Spartan Daily
Department of Journalism. San Jose State
University. San Jose. CA.. 95192. Articles
and letters must contain the author’s name.
phone number, address, and major (if a
student). Contributions must be typed.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited foi
grammar. libel, spelling and length.
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STEVE HELMER

The media’s effect on positive rap
As I was driving to school
yesterday. I was listening to the new
Boogie Down Production album.
-Edutainment." I heard the wise
vocals from group leader and
metaphysician Kris Parker. a.k.a.
KRS-ONE.
His lyrics are intelligent and
meaningful. ranging from world
peace. equality of all races, the
unhealthiness of beef, police
brutality, and most of all. history
both African and world history.
This album makes Inc proud to he
a rap fan.
But then I thought of the way the
majority of society views rap.
Thanks to the media, the very few
groups who have negative lyrics pin a
negative stereotype on all rap music.
The positisity is once again
Bad
us e r looked and forgotten.
,iIwas outshines good. and the media
It Wes to focus on the "ugl)."
True rap fans listen to the
L now ledge of 13.1) E and Public
Enemy over the crude comedians 2
live Crew and N.W.A. yet the media
says the latter groups are going to
brainwash children into violent lives.
.tiongly disagree.
Sure N.W.A. swears a lot, tells
stories of running ass a) from the
police and growing tip in the ghetto.
But is this any different than a rated
R movie? There is much more
cursing and violence in a Sylvester
Stallone movie than an N.W.A.
album, yet those movies are not
slashed by the media and powerhungry politicians. Some may argue
that R-rated movies are closed to
those under 17. Bull! I started

True rap fans
listen to the
knowledge of
B.D.P and Public
Enemy over the
crude comedians
2 Live Crew and
N.W.A....

’hill Rob (. and so on. Intelligent
outnumbers the ignorant. 25 to
one.
But 1 s.,tni di, (disrespect) N.W.A
and the 2 Lice Crew ls!.. calling diem
ignorant. because they know
what they’re doing. I’m going to
appraise them by Lalling them smart
businessmen. They tound an item.
rap

dirt)

raps. mass produced ii and

much mole

It’s

American (twain.’

harmless product than .i2arettes.
W A
may not agree n lIt %slid’
hut I belies e the)
hi sa) ’.skit ilie

watching those movies when I was
And with cable TV. the sex,
I .
violence and cursing is brought right
into the home.
When an mein is pumped up by the
media. like the 2 Lis e Cress situation.
it just makes people more talons.
major things came out of the 2
TM
Live Crew situation. First, the group

Isn’t that the

het ame million.mes.

es,o I
I

please

\ II

called 1-reedom lit Speech.

)ou don’t like it, don’t listen iii
Here’s something ii. think
Kids might

not lime es et

wasn’t plIblIC

heard it ii II

FH the media.

And iisour kids are listening to o
don’t Just lake it assa)

Irom them
listen to it

You should dsk ’Ali) the)

sold an esir.i iiiillioui retords. If

and pros ide them with
alternatise. sus Iias It I) P.

ignorant politic. tans and the media
would host: sttied vat of it (they only
pit ins ’,Ise.] because white suburbia
started Ims oi,,2 the album), the
mapolis I Atilt:TIC:I would have

So the nest 11111e
HU hear a lap
song. don’t stereotype it. Give it a
listen. But chances ,ire, on won’i
heat an) positise kips on the iadio.
except on vollege stalions. hecausc

neser heard ol the Miami bass kings.

the) are too Limnos eisial.

And vdiai

Second. it was another ’legalise hang

makes them Limuos et shit ’

’the) tell

Now Mr.
on the head hit- rap
and Mrs. Smith from small toss n
Idaho think all rap music is about sex
and violence
If poldichms want to help black.
urban kids and not subject white kids
to hear what they call ’’hash.’’ they
should promote positRe groups like
B.D.P.. Public Enemy. Poor
Righteous Teachers. LAim Shahatz.

blacks to be proud ii their

a Ilttsil it

heritage, tell them to go an edui..0...o
because the ’re lust as smatt
anyone else and tell them to stay
away Irons drugs because it will kill
iii’.’ ii

brains

mini 1111/c
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Up in the air

Students delaying graduation
but most aren’t falling behind

iy
.
S.

SAN FRANCISCO I AP) -Colkge students who deli graduation
a year probably haYen’t kitten bea year to
hind, hut int:, using the
take more classes to round tout their
education. educators say.
"A five-year degree is yi.idely
accepted now
said Ray Col% ig
spokesman for Mc I ’iiicrsm. lit
Calif ornia. Berk c lc
hi the List
111 years or so. tom Sear graduanon rates has c hcsome pretty
meaningless."
Only. about 30 percent of graduates ti-nit the eight I’m ersily itt
( ’Adorma campuses in
I 9/iK
Limed their degrees ni tour’,CAP,.
.10h11 Stewart. a SCI1111 11111 st
for the umversit
nti
of the

p

P’
’

.

.
r

President. Forty percent took up no
six years to complete their undergraduate degrees.
"What students seem to he
doing is stretching out the time .it
lakes to get their degree." Stewart
said. "What’s important to.note is
that they re not dawdling. MO1i1 of
the students seem to be taking
onger for wel l- founded academic.
financial and personal reasons."
A 19titt University of California
suryey shows 65 percent of the students xi ho took more than tour
ears to graduate did so to take
Ctra classes. In addition. 60 percent NM: slimed hy a necessity to
murk YY bile in college. according
it) the stirs es

"Many students ’slop out. lull
time at some point to cam both
mime) and work experience."
Stewart said. "In the last I years.
federal money for education has
become more and more tight."
’Ehe expense of a college degree
often has the opposite effect. motivating students to get their degrees
as quickly as possible.
Among the exceptions to the
Eke -year degree trend are the most
expensive private schools, said
Oscar Porter. senior analy 51 for the
National Institute of Independent
Colleges and
\Vash
ington

COULDN’T GET IN THE CLASSES YOU NEED?
TRY MISSION COLLEGE

40.

These classes are open and transferrable

Category A
Oral and Written
Communication
Speech 1
Philosophy 2

’ON

V
Nikki Hart Daily staff
Ri hard Plicter, a factell. onroilicr

photographer

III hit milli rltrpar Intent_ look a linkals iii \ lionday to juggle.

Category

Sparta( uide
SpadaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlguist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.)
The deadline for entries is 10 a.m.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
No phgne-in items, will be accepted
TODAY
ART DEPARTMENT: Gallery shows 9
m -4p m Art Building call 924-4330
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Women s Spirituality, initial meeting to determine interest in
an on -going group. 4 per S U Almaden
Room. call 298-0204
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career Resource Center tour 2 30 p m
Business Classrooms Room 13 call 9246030 Co op The Finishing Touches. 2
pm SU Almaden ROOM call 324,6048
PRE-MED CLUB: First meeting 1 30 pin
rt It

LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting. 4 30-6 30 pm SU Costanoan Room call 236-2002
TAE KWON DO CLUB: Practice. 2:30-4.30
p m. Spartan Complex Room 202. call 9293341
CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 11 30 a m and
2 30 p m meet at the first floor display
case call 924-2810
SKI CLUB: First meeting. 8 p m Spartan
Memorial Chapel. call 462-5717
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Seminar Detects in Amorphous Silicon and the Photovoltaic Application. 1 30 p m Scierre
Building Room 251 call 924-5244
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: Gioup advisement session for people-oterested in teaching secondary school. 3-5 pm Business
Classroom Room 212. call 924-3608
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Meeting 12-1 pm SU Guadalupe Room
call 297-0266
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Meeting. 7
pm AS chambers inS U call 286-0512
DELTA SIGMA PHI: Social fraternity s ice
cream social for interested students 6 p ri
497 S Sixth St call 288-5218
CHI PI SIGMA: Pledge initiation 6 p r
Spartan Memorial Chapel call 009-9113
FRIDAY
CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 11 30 am and
1 30 p m meet at the first floor display
i r a11924

CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENT ASSOCIATION: First meeting 1 30 pm SU
Associated Student Chambers call 7251362
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Congregational prayers. 1 20 p m Islamic Center. 325 N Third St call 947-9389
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Resume cntique. 1230-2 pm. SU Almaden Room. call 924-6030
AKBAYAN CLUB: Pizza night 730 p
Pizza Hut at Tully and King roads ca -1 . :8740
CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENTS; ASB_OCIATiott First general meeting 130
pm A ri rimberS inS U call 7254%2

A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to
up for Its Hue 9 am 430 pm.AS
ness Office in S U call 924 5961

AVIATION

sign

OTHER
DEPARTMENT: Recruiting
tight team 6 p m Sept 25.
-an Ave. Room 108. call 246

CALMECA PROJECT: First club meeting
5 30 p m Oct 5. Chicano Resource Center
TJ .,’1. lc.- .1’.
Wahlguist

A model ot the nes.% 2011.i NNE
ellsquall e loot lease11111
eilcd I isesday It is ev pet tell to
open 0 Ittiti toe years in the
South tot \En ket :ilea on a I lind
Sheet lot

\\Aker Jr.. chairman it the inn
ctiiii’s hoard.
WM:11111 Of IiCials say more
than 7 5 peicent 01 the money al
wady has heel] pledged
the building mas designed by
Italian architect Matto Hotta.
yy ho featured an atrium -cylinder
yy ith surface of dark and light
colined slime liotta said he
%%anted to present a maximum
amount ol nattnal light to the
galleries through sky lights

I m biggest ptiitlcm mItt
the silt rem museum has al as
been lack ol adequate space."
said ’museum thiechn Jack
C 11;ld la
)ear.
Iturn iii i%% 11 50 percent id the te
public
tIlle‘ts liii1!i""11 boil S
ss’IMsiIc 111111RM

I he *90uiiillirii 001c51 mill
he paid tot
pH% Mc donations,
making II the largest pHs Mel)
t untied museum prinet I in the
t ’tilted States. said Brooks

Anatomy & Physiology 3
Chemistry
(Science and Non Science major courses)
Math 3
(Analytic Geometry Ex
Calculus)
Math 4
(Intermediate Calculus)
Math 8
(Finite Math)
Math 10
Elementary Statistics)

Category D
Social Science

Arts
Art
several art courses
Music
theory and performance
courses
PE (dance)
several courses
Letters
Humanities courses
French, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish cultural and language
courses

History 17AB
Political Science 1
Anthropology 3
Geography 2
Psychology 1 and 12
Sociology 1 and 40
Category E
lifelong Learning
Health Education 2
Nutritional Science 15
PE courses
Speech courses
SIS Cultural Pluralism
Requirement
Speech 12

CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
.
Radical Reality weekly worship
and Bible study. 7 30 p in Duncan rl.i.
Room 135. call 948-0822

New San Francisco museum to open
\
\N 1 k \ \CISCO \1.hisetini id
nevi. Salt Frani.
Modern Art mill haw to ice the
amount of gallery spay e as the
i5-e.ir-old one near Cit>

B

Natural Science &
Mathematics

Category C
Humanities

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

Course cost is $5.00 per unit
Classes start week of September 10, 1990
Late registration through September 15
Add classes through September 29
0111=1111%

MISSION
COLLEGE

Mission College
3000 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara
(at Hwy. 101 near Great America)
988-2200 x1514

25% OFF
ALL

ILIQUITE3Efi
PRODUCTS
COUPON

NOW HIRING
\’

Sales People

Earn Transferable Collec,e Credits For Just $5 A Unit!
EVC Cowl* Mr

EAU Etlirealnt

American GOeer rime,
Art Appreciatky,
Basic Topic
Composition IA
F
wish Compositior, IR
r Ines Moth
Law (Business/
Oral Communicator,
Mexican American C, ilture
And Many others

Pol S 1
Art 10
Pool 5/
fog Comp IA
(rig Comp IS
Moth 70
But BO
Comm 20
Cultural Phallism

IL DEFECTIVE

Evrpron Vallr Counts
tt etttekev the ,0110W4 4.1 11115 evening arid Sotutt*n
courses ounrg Itt 1,114 semester beginning Saturday Sept lii
aria erxtrip irkiOy Dec 21
To Speed up your regetrotion. bring along your SJSU transcript
or your st.xlent ID Ctlfri rot more Information col
Office of Acirelaryl
270 MAI

15% OFF
Regularly Priced

Picture

Framers Sales Supervisors
We otter flexible hours
excellent employee discounts
Apply in person at the stori,
nearest you
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

BACK TO SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
ff.( lutirrrq
Present This Coupon

to .:he
Not Valid With Any Other

Aaron Brothers Art Ma r t s
I pires

lus

Sopl IS t’S&O

M__111.

& (Words

I VNICIIVEN1 Valley i. cullego
3095 Yorbn Buono Rood
Scn Jose CA 95735

Aaron Brothers Art Marts
Look for us in th white pages

Expires Tues Sept 18 1990
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; CONSOUED

TUE. SEPT. 18Th

Wi

AB COMPACT DISC01:;77,,,E..:

WA

r( rrc.>;I +.7D
BILLBOARD

TOP
30

walcomens

BUY 6 CD’S &
GET 1 FREE!

109 EAST

C? os

tx7:1,0
s.
III

NEED CASH?
WE BUY
USED
MAC IC 7
$11.88
CD$
/r

ofIr A

cc ot

SOME
RESTFOCTIONS
AFPLV

C.)

SANTA CLARA ST.
(BETWEEN 3110 & 4TH)
ONE BLOCK FROM 3..I5U

294-0345

ell;71417-147
MOM TRU 10AM TO 10P

FRI SAT 10AM 11 MID SUN 12 90099PM

MC 900 FT. JESUS
Advance Tix Available At

u
Rf:cdam3u7nidso. 1 St
21&
$5 wag( CARD $6.’13 wlo OVER

Doors at 9-Show at 10

lltrA
VA. 1MA.

PIL6SE

400 50.111ST @ S4N SALVADOR 408.29197%
), FS
4

WING’S

CINEBAR

Nt:

/ow

a

A-. CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GO

4.

Open Daily
11:30-9:00pm
Closed Mondays

COMPLIMENTARY
V.I.P. COCKTAIL PARTY

294-3303 or 998-9427

IREE BIRTHDAY PRESENTS
HORS D’OEUVRES & BEVERAGES INCLUDED
(21 & OVER)

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara

* A ROOM

THE FAIRMONT
* A CAR PHONE
* LIVC 105 ANSWERING MACHINE

(et.

* EXECUtIVE MAID SERVICE
* TICKETS TO VOICE rAnm ( SEPT alt
* TICKETS TO cinouE DU 501 tr IL

Join Us!

\0

Experience the "art of our time at the

San Jose Museum of Art

TONIGHT 9/13

$15.00

Benefits include:
Invitations to opening receptions
Discount at the Museum Book 8 Gift Shop

FREE V.I.P.
INVITATIONS
TO

We don’t just cut
your hair...

OUR BIRTHDAY BASH

WITH A SPECIAL LIVE SHOW BY

Subscription to SJMA’s Frameworks

THE KINGPINS
FREE!

Invitations to private tours and special lectures
and more
To receive your membership card please fill out this form

With student 1.D. or Green Card

SJMA Student Membership

CHEAP SHOTS TIL MIDNIGHT
LIVE 105’S BIG RICK STUART
AND D.J. JULIUS PAPP

Name
Address
Phone I

Student ID It

Check enclosed _Visa I
Expiration date

MC
Signature

Please return to
,an Jose Museum of Art, 110 S Marker St , San Jose, CA 95113
or call for your membership todayl 294-2787

lOcits".0(

FREE Haircuts by
DEBUT Salon

Were obsessed with it!
20% OFF
for SJSU
students

LI

o\17

a

\IZI

friday &
saturtla up;

with hair

PM

HOUSE PARTY

sundays

520 S. Second

FREE WITH STUDENT I D OR GREEN
CARD, CHEAP SHOTS TIL MIDNIGHT
STRAIGHT HIP HOP HOUSE FUNK RAP

Shuns. sept 27

VOICE FARM
E Chip SHOW 9 PM 121 & OVER)

1141.9. OCT

THE BOOK & GIFT SHOP

k
ISE!

SAN
A

D.J.DANCING
rel. before

947-8404

OF
Ill

SEPT. 20
7 PM - 9 PM

Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner

Between 3rd and 4th Street

Special Student Membership only

THURS.

,e)0
Atv:.

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine

A Drinking Person’s Bar!
Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

III

Ti

I

pon entitles you to o KY’s discount on nay
)vvlarly priced merchandise 0155 00 0, more Viso iis
110 South Market Street Son lose CA 95113
Phone (4081 ’94 1781/ Coupon expsres 11 11190

MODERN
ENGLISH

r

/WNW, ./ I Y. (Ill Ft..till N 1411111111k

FREE
200

1

.16

IlLb111114 41111

81%1 WI DI111111SIAN

PARKING ON 2ND ST. BY NAT’L GUARD BUILDING
N isir

SC

S T.

JAMS, SAN

JOSE 408.792.1212

.44dt
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Take A Break After Class

I

Open 7 Days A Week
OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT THURSDAYS. FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

STORE

COFFE

SJSU
SPARTANS
2 for1

ft

CAPPUCCINO
I BUY ANY I CAPPUCCINO 8. GET A 2ND
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

4i,^4
d111

321 South 1st Street

292-4698

PHOTO COPIES
(20 lb WHITE)
WORD PROCESSING
& DESK TOP PUBLISHING
LASER PRINTS
TYPING SERVICES

Cannot be combined with other otters
EXPIRES 10 31 90

I

S4N JOSE
HOSP

STUDENTS ON A TIGHT BUDGET?
COMPARE OUR PRICES

WA!
dIRD
10R1

I

#11

San J )se

$ 04/ea ($03 over 100)
$6 00/hr
$ 40/ea
Low Rates

( notes, resumes, reports)
DORHMANN BUSINESS CENTER

KAMIKAZE

THE DORHMANN BUILDING
325 S 1ST STREET SAN JOSE (408) 283-0700
(LOCATED NEXT TO ORIGINAL JOF S)

ki
JAA4re

>iST CHEAP
READING
po
’ $ CASH for your BOOKS
Specializing in
Science Fiction
Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records
New & Used Books

IFAITE4

Recycle
Book Store
Mon -Thur 10arn - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

The Tradition Continues
SEPTEMBER 13th

286-6275

\SLIef? X/

32

.5>

NL-\

1\

116 (g(OVLr

44.

750 Kamikaze till 11:00pm

Communicate In Color

2 FOR 1 Rolling Rock.

Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
-Presentations
-Displays
-Charts/Graphs

kinkosss
the copy center
Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 94112
ov,

\I

A Benefit for TVII.NPE.,\'E.

-transparencies
-Sales Flyers
-Even Copy From SlidciI

1,1

11t

1’

87
Almaden

(t)
L.

O

C
EU’
(...- 11/ ’’ J ’’’’’

J

3

n

ii

Cup)

t

Market

S

s!

San Pedro
N

I L.

175 N. San Pedro
San Jose
298 -WAVE

0-
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ANNOUNCING THE MEL COTTON
ISRAEL SPEECH CONTEST
The Mel Cotton Israel Speech Contest was developed as an "on site" experience
for future Jewish leaders in the San Jose area. The contest offers one Jewish
student currently attending San Jose State University a free trip to Israel at the
conculsion of the Fall 1990 semester. The 1990 topic is "What Israel Means To
Me."

CONTEST RULES

1. Eligible participants include all first, second or third year Jewish students
attending San Jose State University.
2. Ali work must be original.
3. Speeches must have a maximum length of 10 minutes.
4. Written speeches must be submitted (typed, double spaced) to contest
director Dr. Larry Gerston, 465 Business Tower, San Jose State University,
no later than 5.00pm, September 28. 1990.
5. Those speeches selected for first round competition will be heard on October
9, 1990, at a site to be announced.
6. Top three contestants will present their speeches on October 13, 1990.
7. Winner will be announced at the Operation Exodus Community Rally, on
October 14, 1990, 12 Noon to 2:00 pm.

For additional information, contact Dr. Larry Gerston, Department of Political
Science, San Jose State University, 924-5580.

eto

7owq
vO a/4, (04
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’
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EXRDRATION

DAY

Hey! Don’t just study at SJSU, get involved.
There are over 40 committees on campus for you.
Apply NOW! Voice your concerns,
and take an active part in shaping SJSU.
Academic Fairness Committee
Academic Freedom and Professional
Ethics Committeee
Admissions Advisory Commitee
Admissions and Standard Committee
Advisory Committee on Public
Information
Affirmative Action Committee
Athletic Board
Board of General Studies
Budget Review Committee
Campus Ecology and
Landscape Committee
Campus Opinion Poll Committee
Campus Planning Committee
Child Care Committee
Continuing Education Committee
Election Board
Educational Equality Advisory Board
Enrollment Advisory Committee
Graduate Studies Committee
Communication Council
Homecoming Committee
Judiciary Committee
Improvement of Instruction Committee
Information Systems and
Computing Advisory Board
Intercultural Steering Committee
Instructionally Related Activities Fee
Advisory Committee

Institutional Review Board -Human Subjects
Instruction and Student
Affairs Committee
International Programs and
Student Committee
Library Committee
Lottery Funds Committee
Outstanding Professor Committee
Personal Selection Committee
Program Board
Public Safety Committee
Research Committte4
Retention Advisory Committee
Sabbatical Leave Committee
Spartan Memorial
Spartan Shops Board of Directors
Student Union Board of Directors
Student Evaluation Review Board
Student Grievance Committee
Student Honors Committee
Substance Abuse Committee
Special Allocations Committee
Teacher Education Committee
Undergraduate Studies Committee

To Apply, call
Nicole Launder, AS Director of Personnel
924-6240
-ORStop by the AS Office, Third Floor Student Union
F unded By essoesated Students

OVER
EMPLOYERSA VARIETY OF CAREERS.
ON
200
STUDENT
market.
INFORMATION
job
GADUATE
WILL

PROVIDE
Explore

today’s
TO
available m
FRESHMAN
opportunitiesR
career

STUDEN

UNION

I

SEPTEMBER

19

10AMto3PM
Representatives from
Business. Industry,
Government. Education,
Health and Human Services.

The Event Center, SJSU
(formerly SUREC)
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Plaza: Seventh Street gets a new look
train page I
of the streets finished and this is
one of the reasons the city is hesitant to close San Carlos, said a
city council assistant, who asked
not to be identified.
SJSU’s requests to close San
Carlos was deferred from 1986
until 1990 because many parts of
downtown were under construction at the time of the request and
the city didn’t want to see the

November. the 111,i step to,%ard
closure.
The council assistant said the
changes on Seventh Street should
help the university’s plea.
Future landscaping projects
probably won’t happen if the university waits for state funds.
Freeman does hope greening up
the campus will someday be possible.
"One thing this campus needs

is more green space for student
use." he said.
Once funds for planting are
received. shade trees, expected to
grow between 25 and 35 feet
high. will be planted a few feet
from the central walkway.
Castillo said.
In addition.
groundcover and hedges will be
inserted. As for maintenance.
"the intent is that everything will
be drought resistant."

Center: Employers meet students

Careers:
Planning
goals
From page!
does this by:
* Helping students clarify
and define their career goals
Assisting students in
exploring career alternatives
*Helping students secure
carrer-related employment
*Offering programs that
help with resume writing.
interviewing techniques and
h -hunting strategies
"A number of our programs put students in touch
with employment organizations from the freshman
year on. Melkonian said.
The Career Planning and
Placement Center is located
in Building Q. near the
Business Tower. and is
open Monday through
Friday. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Ire

neighborhoods disturbed any
more than they already were, the
city council assistant said.
The city also wanted to see
university funds in place for converting San Carlos into a walkway, the source said.
SJSU’s appeal to downgrade
Sun Carlos from a major arterial.
which classifies it as high traffic
area. to a neighborhood street will
be presented to the city in

than 5.01X) students to attend this
year.
"We hope students realize that
they can’t come back a second
day so they need to take care of
things while they’re there."
Wilkes said.
The event is open to all organizations and all students.
According to Wilkes. the reputation of the universiiy attracts
many new employers.
"It’s a highly sought-after program for employers to attend
because we go the extra mile for

From page I
and co-coordinator for the event.
"When it was for three days in
the ballroom, students couldn’t
always make it to each day so
they missed out on several
employers:* Wilkes said.
Career Exploration Day is the
biggest program that the Career
Planning and Placement Center
has each year and this will be the
first time it is held in the Events
Center.
In light of the larger location,
coordinators are expecting more

them and the) get a chance to talk
to students before graduation."
Wilkes said.
Some students can use the
event to gather information.
Others can use it to make contacts, and some can try to find
employment opportunities.
"In the past the students that
attend are really on the ball."
Wilkes said. "They know how to
conduct themselves and that’s the
feedback we’ve gotten from
employers."

Transportation
I- runt

page I

Connie Van Dalen. an environmetal studies graduate. represents Rides, a non-profit
organization that offers car
pooling and van pooling services. "Fairs like this educate
people how to get to school
hut there are people who are
not very concerned about
transportation problems and
gifts and prices encourage
them to participate," she said.
In her job. she said. "most
of the people who call are
either stressed or are concerned about their transportation expenses hut there is not

The Perkins loan is one of four loans
available to students at SJSU.
office Ryan was able to acquire
"so much federal money for this
loan program." that currently.
Shoemaker said, the federal government’s contributions have
almost disappeared.
Those original funds have
allowed him to continue to award

HOW TO GET FREE MONEY

loans in this program to the tune
of $1.5 to $2 million a year.
because "the money is replenished," as current loans are
repaid. said Richard Pfaff, assistant director of financial aid said.
Interest on these loans currently runs students about five per-

JOLIET, III. (Al’) - A man
who murdered a young couple in a
1983 holdup that netted him $40
for beer was put to death by injection early Wednesday in Illinois’
first execution in 28 years.

Lent. his genius ot unique talent
is his political skill.- Pfaff said.
Pfaff said that while many people talk about "the good ol
days." and resist changes aimed
at improving the ways things are
done. Ryan is open to new ideas
and approaches: eager to make
use of technological advances.
"He’s seen the entire growth of
the system. his roots go back, yet
he’s really modem."

It’s Here

90

Pick up a Special Allocation Packet
from the Associated Students office immediately

glom

Charles Walker. 50, was pronounced dead shortly after midnight at Stateville Prison.
The U.S. Supreme Court on
Tuesday had rejected a last-ditch
effort by two other Death Row inmates to block the execution. and
Illinois’ high court turned back a
challenge from death-penalty opponents as well. The appeals had
argued that the injection system
did not comply with the Illinois
capital punishment law.
Walker, however, had opposed
any attempt to save his life, saying
he preferred death to imprisonment
for the murders of a young couple
he tied to a tree, shot and robbed.
"I’m guilty. I can accept my punishment, he once said. "I’m
sorry I done it, yeah. but it’s
done.’

!

If you are a SJSU student organization,
you now have the opportunity to obtain
funds through grants from the
Student Government.

Funded By

To 22 -year-old Nasaron
Wimolniti. a junior in computing engineering. "the survey is
good because they are trying
to find out students’ concerns.
They have more information
so they can find solutions."

Death penalty invoked in Illinois
for the first time in 28 years

Finance: R yan works to raise loan limits
From page I
work on the Perkins Loan, one
of four loans available to students
at SJSU.
The loan was originally known
as The National Defense Student
Loan and later as the National
Direct Student Loan before it was
designated as the Perkin’s Loan,
Ray Shoemaker, also an assistant
director of financial aid. said.
In the early days of SJSUs aid

touch COM:Cm about trait
problems.**
students
Some SJSU
showed concern about transportation problems. Lois
Monrol. an 18-year-old freshman, doesn’t care about the
bike, he is just concerned
about the commuter survey.
"If it is on campus it must be
important." he said.

Student Union, Third Flo
924-6241;

September 10’ 13
9am - 4pm
Tower Hall Lawn
Welcome back to campus!
Visit Welcome Faire ’90
and learn about

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT

Student Services
Campus Resources
Academic Programs
Student Organizations
Community Involvement

find Help
High School Students Earn Theirs!
Earn 1-3 units of
credit as a tutor*
See Project Upward Bound
WLC #225
924-2567 / 924-25/0
*Tutor college -bound students
once weekly! On tirnpus!

SPARTAN
VOLLEYBALL
VS
TEXAS
ARLINGTON
SATURDAY
SEPT. 15, 7:30

There’s something new
everyday If you haven’t
seen the Welcome Faire
today, you haven’t seen
the Welcome Faire at allt

eshments
isc. nt Coupons
Demonstrations
Health Screening
4WMI. U t
1%lik\ G tif%

7

SAN JOSE STATE %. 1 UNIVERSITY

100
1990 SPARTAN WOMEN S VOLLEYBALL
COMING
AT
YOU

FREE SPARTAN PENNANT TO THE FIRST
200 FANS

TODAY AT THE WELCOME FAIRE:
Blood Pressure Screening By Student Health Service
Student Affirmative Action
Student Activities and Services
Faculty Mentor Program
Student Organiozations
Student Union
League of Women Voters
Testing and Evaluation
Women’s Resource Center
And Much Morel

STUDENT SEATS JUST $2.00

The Spartans open their 1990 regular home season
schedule with 1989 final four participant Texas Arlington.
Purchase your tickets at the Event Center box Office.
(7th & San Carlos) Call 924 -FANS for more information

,miviotiiiii0111111111111
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A few tips
for Brennan
Ih

R \ \ I/1 ROIITRTS(YS

fix)d for thought for
SOME
incoming athletic director
Thomas Brennan, with some
help from the Spartan coaches:
First of all. Brennan needs to find
Out who his coaches and staff are. It
is always nice to know who you’re
dealing with, especially when it
comes to supervising a Division I
athletic department.
"I would set aside a minimum of
one hour with each coach and find
out their goals." SJSU baseball
coach Sam Piraro said. "I would see
what makes them tick. You can put
that in a tile and use it someday
when you need it." said Piraro, who
has A.D. aspirations himself.
According to SJSU basketball
coach Stan Morrison, Brennan
should take his time and ease into
the position. No sense moving in
and making radical changes right
away.
"He’s going to want to take some
time. visit with the coaches and let
the dust settle," Morrison said.
Brennan said he knows what he is
getting himself into. The SJSU
athletic department has had its share
of dark moments lately, and they
have been well-documented. But,
the potential that this Division I
school has, and has shown flashes
of, is enough to draw Brennan from
Maryland.
Before anything else. Brennan
needs to find out what’s going on at
SJSU. Before Randy Hoffman left
for Idaho State, there must have
been projects underway. Whatever
long-range plans were set need to be
adjusted to fit Brennan’s style.
"The most important thing is to
get in-house people who can help
bring him up to date in the major
areas which are underway in the
department." Morrison said.
Those "in-house people" should
include SJSU’s two associate
athletic directors, Rich Chew and
Mary Zimmerman. Morrison and
women’s swimming coach Vaune
Kadluhek said those two people
were available all summer to answer
questions.
Morrison and KijdImbek have
sports that have been out of season,
so the absence of an athletic director
had little impact on their teams.
However, as those seasons begin, it
remains to he seen how those
programs will do.
One thing that will surely
influence all Spartan teams will be
the budget. or lack thereof. Once
Brennan figures out who gets what
and how much, those teams can get
on with their business.
Morrison said Brennan’s chief
duties upon his arrival will be to
boost ticket sales. market the teams
in the community and find out the
teams’ statuses. Piraro said the key
thing for Brennan to accomplish is
to keep the lines of communication
open.
If everyone knows what is going
on. then the Hoffman-to-Brennan
transition should he a smooth one.

Two players
from Utah
earn honors
SAN I A ANA (Al’)
A pair of
Utah State players running hack
Roger Grant and nose guard Rob
VanDePol were selected as the
Big West Conference football
players of the week.
Grant. a 5 -foot -H, 190-pounder
from Chico, was honored as the offensive player of the week after his
record -setting performance in the
Aggies’ 27-13 victory over Long
Beach State.
Grant rushed for a school -record
292 yards and threw a 27-yard
touchdown pass to Tracey Jenkins.
Grant had runs of 65 yards. 42
yards. 28 yards and 21 yards. He
scored on a 5-yard run on the first
drive of the day and his pass to
Jenkins late in the third quarter
gave Utah State a 24-1(1 lead.
VanDePol..a 6-3. 250-pounder
from Manteca. Calif.. was honored as the defensive player of the
week. He sacked Long Beach
quarterback Todd Studer twice and
made two other tackles for losses.
VanDePol. a three-year starter
at Utah State, also was credited
with three quarterback pressures.
Thanks in part to his effort. Long
Beach was held to 264 yards in
total offense and didn’t get a first
down until late in the first half.

Spartans look for first victory against Pacific
By Paul Wheaton
Daily Matt writer

SPORTS

Searching for its first victory.
the battered Spartan football team
will begin Big West Conference
play Saturday night at the University of the Pacific.
The Tigers had been known to
purr more often than roar while
posting a 2-10 record last year.
"UOP is on a rebuilding program," Tiger head coach Walt
Harris said. "YoU have to be competitive before you can be a winner. SJSU is trying to be a winner."
Winning is foremost in Spartan
head coach Terry Shea’s mind.

injuries and "won’t be able to fought hack.’
SPARTAN
Last year the lige’. lost to thy
practice in pads until Wednesday
Spartans 41-12 alter railing behind
at the earliest." Shea said.
The Tigers are suffering from 27-0 in the second quarter. ’The
ser
ictory extendekl
injuries themselves. UOP may
10 37-21-4.
play without running hack Ryan
Benjamin and quarterback Troy.
But it is the Spartans. not the TiKopp.
nent’s.’ Shea said.
gers, who are hungry tor a WWI.
Thr UOP defense does concern
A projected starter for the 199)
If We L1011.I win it %%1111.1 he the
Shea, however.
season, Benjamin broke the sca- end of the world.’ (lam ris said.
phoid bone in his right wrist in fall
John Neal, the new defensive
Harris has found it difficult
camp.
ci undinator at UOP. coached :a
e
aperyyp
i
forrSJSU.
i, iI ilook
Kopp started the Tiger season at it San Jose State IS lour points l’ae fir school Oregon State Um
eisay yy hire Shea w as offensiy e
opener at quarterback and sprained away front being a tip 211
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Ralph Martini, QB
juries on a hard artificial turf lust
week in Washington.

Everett Lampkins. the Spartans’
"We are destined to play a championship-style football game this leading tackler this year. will miss
week." Shea said. "If UOP the game and possibly the rest of
chooses to play this type of game the season.
then we will be in for a smash -face
kind of game.
See related story below
A physical game this week may
not be ideal for the ailing Spartan
Eddie I homas. Anthony Wash"Heck, I don’t know lurks \’.1,’
team. The Spartans will limp into ington. Chris (’larke. Peni losefa going to move the hall against
Stockton after suffering several in- and Lyneil Mayo all have various them." Harris said. "Last year we

Lampkins
will undergo
knee surgery

Spartans in the
NFL

Football’s Top 25
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The Top Twenty Five teams in the AssoBy Mark Smith
ciated Press 1990 college football poll, with
first-place
Daily staff writer
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for
a
first-place
vote through one point for a
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backer Everett Lampkins’ medical 25th-place
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test revealed cartilage damage in 1. Notre Dame (37)
0-0-0 1.451 2
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uled for today.
2-0-0 1.171 16
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6
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1 4 Oklahoma
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467 18
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1-0-0
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Raiders happy
to be staying
in Los Angeles
H. SEGUNDO (AP)
The
Raiders’ decision to remain in Los
Angeles was good news to the
players.
Defensive end Howie Long is
the only current Raider who played
with the team in Oakland. But he
and his family have settled into the
Los Angeles area.
"This is home, Long said after
the announcement was made Tuesday afternoon. "My family and I
are entrenched here. If the man
(owner Al Day is) says we play in
Oakland, that’s tine. But this is
home for us.
The Raiders, who had been
courted by at least three cities.
signed a 20-year contract with the
company that manages the Memorial Coliseum, which will undergo
massive renovations as part of the
deal.
Defensive tackle Bob Girlie said
the team has not been bothered by
speculation that the Raiders would
move elsewhere. but admitted the
decision to stay in Southern (’alifornia was welcome.
"You have to reali/e that the
way the team developed in the preseason, then with the (win over the
Denver 1 Broncos, there was no
way we could do that and he distracted, said Golic.
"The guys have approached the
season from a professional standpoint. but it’s nice to have this set tied.
The Raiders beat defending
AFC champion Denver 14-9 on
Sunday before a crowd ol 54.206.
The decision was good news for
quarterback Steve Beuerlein.
"As players. we had to take the
professional approach that you
could he playing somewhere else
any day. Beuerlein said. "But
I’m glad it’s settled and excited
we’re going to he staying here.
Betterlein was horn in Holly
wood and raised in Anaheim. I’m
a Southern California guy, my
friends are here. my family’s here.
so I’m glad we’re going to he stay.
ing here."
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Ricky Sigler, OL (ft
San Francisco 4993rs

Stacey Bailey, WR (78-81)
Atlanta Falcons

Jay Taylor, S (87-88)

ROBERT DE NIRO
RAY LIOTTA
JOE PESCI

Phoenix Cardinals

Other receiving roles Aiabarna 104 Fresno Si
Maryland 42 South Carolina 40 UCLA 38 Georgia Tech
37 Oregon 36 S %memo. 31 LSU 25 Penn Si 25
Wyoming 16 West Virginia 10 Colorado Si 9 Georgia 7
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James Saxon, RB (86-87)
Kansas City Chiefs

Notre Dame enjoys top ranking
S( ii l’H BEND. Ind. (AP)
Notre Dame knows better than
anyone that rankings can turn to
ashes.
So when the idle Irish stepped
over defeated Miami to take the
No. I football ranking, the mood
was skeptical.
"You can he ranked number one
the whole season and then get
knocked off, and then at the end of
the season you’re not number
inc. None Wine linebacker Mi-

.

el Stone hi, a ker said Mond.,
so it doesn’t matter."
that’s just what happened to the
Irish last year holding the No. 1
spot until a loss to Miami in the
last game of the regular season.
Notre Dame finished No. 2 in the
’Ina! poll.
"They ranked us number two
when it counted." cornerback
Todd I.yght said. .Bev rank is
number one now . so ii re,ull
doesn’t make a ililierch.
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Bush uses the airwaves Greenpeace protesters chain
to showcase world unity their bodies to Exxon rudder
WASHINGTON
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dent sought to deliver the same
message, declaring, "It is Iraq
against the world."
He also used the occasion to
steel the nation to a possible
long engagement. He said he
did not know how long U.S.
troops would have to remain in
Saudi Arabia or how long Iraq
could endure the international
economic sanctions. But, he declared, "Let no one doubt our
staying power. We will stand by
our friends.’’
Wednesday. Bush was to videotape a message to the Iraqi
people. The administration
really doesn’t have high expectations that Saddam will allow
the tape to be televised in his
country, so the message is being
made with an eye toward domestic consumption and for
viewing in other Arab nations.
It is being accompanied by Arabic subtitles and voice dubbing.
Saddam had offered to send
an Iraqi film crew to interview
the president. Bush rejected that
offer but said he would send his
own tape.
inTelevised addresses
cluding speeches to joint seswere Reasions of Congress
gun’s forte. but Bush has tended
to avoid them. He favors less
formal events, and behind-the-

(AP)

President Bush is finding himdi drawn by the Persian Gulf
crisis into a role he once
shunned as much as Ronald
Reagan relished: television
communicator.
Bush’s address to a joint session .,t Congress on Tuesday
his third in 20
Ill (mice
was the latest installment in a battle of the
aim Lives that Bush, the reluctant communicator, is waging
with Saddam Hussein.
Unable so far to budge the
Iraqi leader from Kuwait with a
massive U.S. military presence
or international sanctions. Bush
has been engaging in a series of
high -profile events choreographed to showcase world
unity.
After all. Saddam himself has
been making extensive use of
television to attempt to influence public opinion in broadcasts aired by the Cable News
Network.
Last weekend’s orchestrated
superpower summit in Helsinki.

arranged by Bush, had a high
symbolic content
the image
med around the world of So% lei President Mikhail S. Gorbachev and Bush standing. as
Bush put it. "shoulder to shoulder" against Saddam.
.And in his speech to Con -

scenes diplomacy.
Regardless. the

the nation, the presi-

is

Two
SAN DIEGO (AP)
Greenpeace protesters chained
themselves to the rudder of the
this
Mediterranean
Exxon
morning, but were quickly removed by police as the rebuilt
tanker that caused the nation’s
worst oil spill prepared to return
to service, authorities said.
The Exxon Mediterranean,
formerly the Exxon Valdez, had
been scheduled to depart after
dawn Wednesday. but the time
was pushed back several hours
because of the incident, said
Houston-based Exxon spokesman Les Rogers.
The tanker left a pier at National Steel & Shipbuilding Co.
shortly before 10 a.m., and was
slowly making its way through
fog in San Diego Bay as tug
boats, Harbor Police boats and
Coast Guard vessels hovered
near it.
Nine Greenpeace protesters
were arrested and were being
cited for suspicion of trespassing and disturbing the peace,
said Harbor Police Chief Arthur
LeBlanc. He said they would be
released after being processed.
Officials said the ship did not
sustain any damage.

address was warmly received
from both sides of the congressional aisle.
House Armed Services Committee Chairman Les Aspin, DWis.. said Bush "essentially
laid out in one document a very
comprehensive argument for
our position in the gulf."
And
Senate
Republican
leader Bob Dole of Kansas said,
"If there are any fence-sitters
on the president’s decisions in
the Middle East, this speech
ought to push them off the
tence."
Since Iraq invaded Kuwait on
Aug. 2. Bush has given four
speeches on the crisis and 10
news conferences, all or parts of
which were carried live by the
major TV networks.

president’s

the hydrogen leaks that halted
last week’s launch ol the space

shuttle Columbia. and it has
been replaced. NASA said
Wednesday.
’Hie seal had been crushed
and vv, as found Tuesday during a
check 14 fuel lines inside the
shuttle’l, alt 4;4,moms:went. said
James Hartslield. a spokesman
for the National Aeronautics
and Space Adll nit istral ion.

ducted today produced no leakage in the area.
NASA is aiming for a fourth
attempt to launch Columbia
early next week. The space
agency was expected to announce a launch date later
Wednesday.
The Teflon seal, about 21k
inlana.uo disung...4 part of a
valve on a hydrogen line that
leads to one of the shuttle’s
three main rocket engines. he

"We regret.this incident happened. Our desire is to get underway and to launch the vessel
on her initial voyage and to have
a timely and safe voyage."
Rogers said.

Greenpeace also had a huge
beach ball that they called an inflatable globe and had "a
human oil boom" in an attempt
to keep the ship from mo% ing.
said Greenpeace official Kelly
Quirke.
Six of those people forming
the boom were arrested and
would he cited, hut nine others
who were taken into custody
were released. LeBlanc said.
Bill Walker. another Greenpeace spokesman. said: "Our
goal was to attempt to prevent
or delay departure of the ship
and we hope we have been able
to delay them so they V, 0111l1
miss the morning tide. We think
we have been partially successful."

six others (demonstrators) by
the side of the boat. but I don’t
know if the were arrested or
told to leave...

Greenpeace
spokeswoman
Dori Smith said that at about
4:30 a.m., two members of the
group used suction cups to
climb to the ship’s rudder and
fastened themselves to the rudder by using a metal chain.
But San Diego police Sgt.
David Rohowits. who was at the
scene of the protest this morning. said that shortly after 6
a.m. Harbor Police used bolt
cutters to get the two protesters
off the rudder and also arrested
a third protester who was in

MONTEBELLO (API United
Farm Workers President Cesar
Chavez and II others were arrested during a market protest
against grapes they contend are
sprayed with dangerous pesticides.
Chavez, 63. joined other farm
workers and union officials Tuesday in defying a court order by
demonstrating at a Vons-Tianguis
market in this Los Angeles suburb.
They protested the store chain’s
advertising of table grapes.
"The lives of the farm worker
children and the public safety are
more important than the profits
made by the sale of California
table grapes," Chavez said.
The UFW president and the oth-

said.
"They feel extremely confident that’s what stopped our
show last time." Hartsfield
said. "They think they’ve cured
it. It’s a great thing to be able to
say."

I he seal was replaced Tuesday night and helium tests con-

rubber rail and try ing to put a
Greenpeace sign on the ship.
"One of the Harbor Police di%ers cut the chains. They have
taken those three demonstrators
under arrest." Rohowits said.
"There may have been t is e or

Chavez arrested during protest

Crushed seal causes space shuttle leak
SPACE (.EN Ilk. Houston
(AP) -- An improperly installed
seal is believed to have caused

"We did a routine sweep ot
the bottom, which we would
have done anyway to make sure
the propeller wasn’t fouled and
to make sure that no one had put
anything in the propeller or the
NASSCO
shaft."
rudder
spokesman Fred Hallett said.
Exxon officials said they
thought the ship would be leaving San Diego quietly.

Officials believe the seal was
thisinstalled after Columbia’s
last flight in January. Hartsfield
said. The countdown for Cit.
lumbia’s astronomy mission
was delayed for the third time
last week by leaking hydrogen.

ers.

includin-

grandchildren. were arrested

lot

investigation of violating a Sept. 7
court order barring protests at
Vons chain stores in Los Angeles
County.
Chavez called the order a "complete violation of our constitutional
rights."
The demonstrators were held for
about two hours and released on
their own recognizance, police Lt.
James Hogue said.
An arraignment was set for Oct.
II in East Los Angeles Municipal
Court.

’It hasn’t been an issue
of either the grapes or
the pesticides.’
Rill Davila,
%ons’ chairman

"It hasn’t been an issue (between VFW and Vons( of either
the grapes or the pesticides.** said

Vons Chairman Bill Davila "It’s
just been an issue ot Chavezs ongVons officials said their chain oing battle %call the grape goiters.
has been caught in the middle of And we happen to he the v ictim on

two of Chave7’s

this

the grape dispute.
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Metropolitan’s cast and script make this movie a sleeper
By Mark Smith
Daily staff writer
Metropolitan has sleeper written
all over it.
Complemented by a good,
young hut unknown cast, these
upper-crust socialites from Manaattan get together and philosophi/e and pontificate about their
imminant doom as a class.

is romance. "Days of Our
I ayes’. hits Manhattan.

,lass,

Movie
Review

But Metropolitan avoids being
heavy-handed and toii melodramitic by its understated. humorous
script and low-key atmosphere
provided by Whit Stillman, the
writer, producer and director.

Before joining the real world,
these young debutantes congregate
It is the beginning of the end for at Sally
Fowler’s apartment to inAmerica’s upper-class because dulge
in "after-parties", during
these kids will never be as success- the debutante
season, which is
ful as their parents . . . and they
Thanksgiving through Christmas.
know it.
While there, they proclaim
The one ingredient that is not in themselves the "Sally Fowler Rat
jeopardy, no matter what era or Pack" or the SFRP.

Innocent Audrey Rouget. played
by the promising Carolyn Farina.
falls for Tom. who is her escort,
because there is "an escort shortage."
Audrey’s favorite author is Jane
Austin. who wrote about innocent
young debutantes in Victorian
England. whom she could relate
to.

Among this exclusive clique is
"radical" Toni Townsend, a
In the beginning Tom is not
strong performance by Edward
fully accepted. because of where
Clements. Toni lives a modest life he lives and his dislike for the debwith his recently divorced mother utante lifestyle.
on the West Side of Manhattan.
With the lack of escorts and
"A West Ender," proclaims Tom’s sudden friendship with
Nick Smith, devout snob and unof- Nick Smith, a memorable perforficial leader of the SFRP.
mance by Christopher Eigeman.

hunt is accepted into ibis intimate
circle of psuedo-intellectuals.
Charlie Black (Taylor Nichols)
is the epitome of a prep-school
psuedo-intellectual. Ile spews random observations of life and phylosophy While nobody listens or
even takes him seriously because
he is lull of a take sense ot st orldliness.
Charlie does not like Tom for
the one reason that he likes Audrey . She likes Toni, but rom
111\ es the %cry beautiful and unatailiable Serena Slocum tElitabeth
Thompson I.
Serena has about 20 different
sinters and she pays attention to
Tom only w hen it is con enient for

her.
Toni denies his feelings for Serena. hut falls deeply in love with
her, while unintentionally leading
on Audrey .
During this short time. the SFRP
feels that they will he friends ha:ever. Unfortunately. time is fleeting and so are some triendships
This is probably the hest small
independant film since "so,. lies
and videotape", hut not as strange
and abrasive.
The world of Ile% money socialites, as depicted in the vv riling% of
F. Scott Fit/gerald during the roaring ’2(f’s. is proclaimed dead by
this into is. but we learn that roMania’ vs ill its’’. ii the

Local comedy club owner
always has the Last Laugh
(it d is there anyone undc

Angus Klein
Daily staff writer

Anna Ma., Hernethi,s -li

photographer

Former S.ISt. student Jim Valentine opened the first Last Laugh in 1983. Last year. \ :dentine expanded and added another club in the Pavilion Shops. The club features a variety of c
dians.

Mariachi band playstoday

Necktie wearers
seeing more red
W YORK (AP) - -They
me the staple neckwear of
pestilent), politicians and
power
brokers.
They
brighten drab suits and look
great on TV.
At a time when the s inlets
ot men’s neckties has nes ei
been greater. people are seeing
red
-.the traditional.
isk-free hue for ties, no matter if they. conie with polka
dots. paisley s. prints. patterns. stripes or geometric
designs.
"Red is the brightest coloi
that goes with all men’s
m a business env ironmcm
said tie-desil:ner Alan I
ser,

Whit

Cleated

the

11C, t

Weal ha \ilt:11,1el pollgtas iii
Wall

Street...

Ihi.’

talc

tripoli.. !need in ?he lioto

a

It ’,aura DiNlascio
staff writer
September is Latin Heritage
Month and Associated Students
:thing with Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity are observing it with several
e eras including an authentic MarLich i hand.

be

a

Dov,nlown

P.a.ide

In

cele-

of Mexican Independence
Day. The parade begins at main
and proceeds down Sama Clara St.
According to Juan Ham,

bration

Gamma Zeta Alpha Sergeant at
Arms, many people confuse Mexican Independence Day. with
"Cinco de Mayo."

"People confuse ’Cinco
Gamma Zeta Alpha. a Latino
fraternity, and the Associated Stu- Mayo’ or May 5 with Independents Program Board are coordi- dence Day because U.S. Inde I pennating the band to play today at dence Day is July 4. It is important
to Latinos that people understand
noon in the Amphitheater.
our Independence Day is Sept. 16,
The mariachi hand called "Mar- and on May 5 nothing historically
litchi Internacional() ’90" is one of signifiant happened. It’s just a day
three major events happening for for celebration.’
Latin Heritage Month. The first
In light of this. today’s perforevent was "Grupo Rumba Nacio’lat." a rumba ensemble which mance yv ill also include a speaker.
who is vet to he announced, to disIndependence Day
leail
played Wednesday at main in the CU’,
3mphitheater Sept th there w III and st hat it means to I

Imagine 250 people rolling on
the floor, holding their stomaches,
with tears from hy sterical laughter
flooding their eyes.
That’s how SJSU grad Jim Valentine half-jokingly described a
typical night at the Last Laugh
comedy club that he owns.
That’s not quite what you’ll find
at the popular nightspot in the Pa thou Shopping Center. hut most
nights you w ill find more than 200
people enjoy ing a welcome escape
from eerdiO. pressures
through
laughter and a ;eV, coctails.
Valentine is quick to lean his
head hack and till his surroundings
with an unrestrained laugh. His
success has affored him an easy
nature and a calm confidence, expressed through his unwavering
eye contact while speaking to others.
A self-proclaimed entrepreneur.
Valentine. along with Joe Torres.
was a co-founder of the first Last
laugh in 1983. located on San
Pedro Street. Torres and Valentine
each own two and ii 1;111 ot the toe
Last Laugh clubs in the stestern
nited States. Valentine mm’.’. its
both clubs in San Jose while Torres
is the clubs in Seatle and Portland. The two also share a club in
Phoenix.
As a marketing major at SJSU.
Valentine decided that "San lose
should have a club like that.** after
visiting a similar club in Sacramento.
In 19X9 Valentine opened the
Last Laugh in the Pa’. Mon shopping mall, which tends to attract a
slightly different crowd than the
San Pedro club.
"It’s mostly a yuppie, college
crowd here." said Laura Royal. a
waitress at the l’av lion club. "The
other club attracts people that
’night hang out at I). If. Coopers or
Parasite Beach (Paradise Beach ).
Valentine is honest about his interest in comedy as a business.
saying that money not a lose tor
comedy. MIXIVated him to embark
tin his growing business
Comedy appeals to enotigb age
groups that Valentine and his staff
don’t target a particular demographic group.
"Comedy lends itself to audiences in general. not only hi college students or older people."
Valentine said. "Some nights it’s a
ther nights
younger crowd ti

Despite a broad spectrum of
people. generally the majority of
the audiences at both clubs is in
their mid -thirties. he said. Honesty
is not something he lacks as he
said." frank ly .
rather hate
older pet pie (than college students) because they hat e more
iii uite\.
Valentine says he imust use his
marketing skills "165 day s
year" to tend uhf 11 hal he (.011sItt
ems his 0111

ettIllpetitke threat

the sullth h.0

, ROOster I

in

III

leathers

’We’re averaging 85-90
percent occupancy (in
the San Jose Last
Laugh) seven days a
week, so we must be
doing something right’
Valentine,
thiner
rectangular shape. woulit seem to
lend itself to private colic ersations.

ale.

of competition have
arisen receiiIl . though. ’ The need
for marketing
er ends." Valentine said. -Comedy has gained a
lot ot esposure trom cable teleso We.e gilt III he aggres-

"Some comedians don’t like the
tomiat because the stage is not the
center of focus." Royal said, referring to the stage’s position in the
corner of the room.

’Fhe club in Phoenix. which Valentine helps operate Mau a distance, uses an interesting marketing
scheme
to
target
the
surrounding elderly pimulation.
" \’ e bus in grandmas t rom around
the area and call it blue hair
night... Valentine said The idea is
it target the pheniimenom ot elderly ladies fancying bright Nue
hair.
The results of his marketing
schemes are sparkling ..W e’re as cragtiig t5
i.iiPewer"l’!.’11,1"’1’..;siirtgahn’e%))
t
se1eIl 11,11s a Week. sti we must he
doing something i iglu.- :dentine
said in ciintident tone
A maim iheme in alentine’s
marketing is Me .ist :lulling of free

signed

( Aber forms

attlitIttallie passes. as the business

rely. mostly

1111011 a tv.ri-drink Mtn-

imuin
An aerage of 70 percent of
the peiple get in Bee.** said
Royal. 55 ho along with the other
waitress, assist Valentine in
awarding the passes through telemarketing.
The majority ot the tree passes
come from a random choice ot
business cards that are lett on the
tables by the :iudience 1...14:11 chosen cardholder icteis es 25 tree admittances tor any one night. said
Roy:11
As far as Valentine knows. the
I ast Laughs ale the only three show clubs 4,1I Ole West el last l)pen
Week. including Las
set en it
’., egas.
The Pav t II mitt club’s tormat.
with its booth tables and a long

Valentine say s the 100111 Was detor comedy "It’s not like
v.,: cons cried it trom a restaurant
te% decorations on the
111MCW
wall.’ Valentine said

The audience’s demeanor is dependent t11-1011 the attitudes of the
comedians. Royal said One example is ot a comedian \silo was
cranky and in-turn created a cranky
atmosphere in the club, vs hich affects Roy.il greatly.
I he quality ol the comedians
:Meds the audience attitude Iowan]. drink
Royal said "It
the 0,111011011s aren’t great ’hell
peOple 11e1.1

the Wall-petple as .1

and it they ’re gisx1 they
say sure to another drink
111.11sallec.

At age IX. 3. :dentine moved to
the Bay Area from I ats angeles,
following sy hat he sailed the pattern ot "the Southern Californian
students min ing north and the
Ni irthern ( ’al itig111:111S mitt s ing
sinith.
PriOr Itt the etilhs Opellale. Valentine

,ttItt

trom SISt
Shin., times at the Pas mlhi,tmt slab
are X (ii p ti . ccept tin Ii idays
and Salta da4,s vy hen there’s Alm, if
If) 10 p iii slit us’. Flie San Pedro
t tub shost s 11111 al X p.111 , and on
1011(t
and Sattatias a
Filtlas
ji In .1141w is added
!1.1111,11111e

1)11111ers are asallahle at the Paillion club Iron) 59 95 in 519 is).
and appetwers are priced twin
t
m)5 tii SI I 95.

Student art showings vary in style, media
It’. Sheltie Terry

the right side, then a blank si i ii
On tune wall of the white room
of exhibits ranging from paper
work tit sculptures to a v Wei) in - appeared the w mmii "want" in large
? iii uncut are featured at this se - over -enlarged typewriter-looking
nester’s first student art galler letters. On another wall, across
from "want" was the word
d loWings
Hie student galleries. which ’can’t’’ in the same letters.
,ised to he lockers in the Art Build Ziemer described his work as
hove been used to displio stu- the delima between youth. what
k’iii work for appriviimatel5 IS you want, and maturity . learning
5ears. according to sc-ulpture in- what you can’t have, lk also hestructiir I tarry Pint eis ’Hie pieces heves that because the screen feashown are out-ol -class projects, in- tures only a man, it synitioli/es
dependent ol instruciiirs.
that the dominant view in society is
According to Pi sters. placement a man’s 5 iew.
in the slum, secins to he tairI5 un’ii iris I wanaga’s hand blown
pin Lint. leading some students to
"Glass Works" captured images
camp mmmii the night Kline sign-up 4)1
her Me between 1942 - 1945 in
dav in order to get a spot in the gal a concentrations camp. lwanaga. a
lei
photography major. uses captions
Senior int maim. Vt II tilt to explain each piece. She writes,
/renter. displased his s ideo instal "The balloons (which appear in
linent Sin’g Koril- 1 he pre- many pieces) sy mholiie my spirit
sentation consisted 01 a small. cm. hinging to he free." The little
I Ming black ivaiiii. 11111t.11 opened room is full of cohnful images 01
confined people with desires of
into a small white room
fret:chum.
A gregorian-like chant embodies
Adam Schwan,. )(milli- art
the v fewer in the black room,
major. and John Hylton. who is
vs hits’ a tele% ision screen is set up
in the white room Three images working on his MFA at SJSI both
appeared on the screen: the left displayed sculptures in a gallery
side or a naked man’s lower half, (14:voted to the SJSU Sculpture’s
Daily staff writer

(;uild.
Schwan/
sculptute consisted
of a meat hook and other metal
pieces he found in scrap yards.
which he sautered together and
naturally rusted.
Schwan/ said his inspirations
come from his deep subconscious
and he puts pieces together in ways
that "feel right." He said he isn’t
ir\iiig
anything." hut he is
try ing to convey a feeling with his
sculpture.
Hylton said the theme of his
ideas conic from the fact that he
grew up in an achilechtural family.
Ile said he wants to display the
misticism of anchient ruins in his
an.
"Art keeps people looking at
what’s around them." Hylton said.
"If you didn’t have art, life would
get i little sterile."
Paulette Peters4m. a pan -time art
student, pan -time biochemist, displayed ’From Garden to Gallery:
Experiments in Paper Work ." Her
exhibit consisted of lampshades.
vases. "color studies.** and 3-I)
pictures madc i if ku i/o. flax. cotton
and other plant materials
Peterson believes the art galle-

tics are a "fantastic opportunity
for students.
’It puts students m
professional experience in a prn
tected env iornment.’ ’ she said.
The students are in charge ot
setting up all of their exhibits on
their own as well as the lighting
’I had no concept of what Was
111146’1.1d tin setting up a gallery).’’
salt! Peters’ al
Powers said he doesn’t know ot
any tither institution that makes
student’s w tat, as y isible as the
SJSI "s student galleries.
The protessional SJSU Gallery
One presents "Songs of Power.
Songs of Praise: Modern Vision
from Haiti. Nigeria. and Papua
New Guinea" which also opened
Tuesday night and runs through
Oct. 18. The show is put together
by Jean Kennedy . Professor of
Filmic Studies at California College of Arts and Crafts. The exhibit includes paintings, prints.
sculpture. and textiles.
There are approximately 14
shows per semester, with the student artists changing weekly. The
shows open Tuesday at h p m and
run for the following week

Ann Nelson

Dailv

Keith Dobbins looks at the exhibits shown Tuesda).
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You need to establish credit.
But because you’re a student,
most banks make it
difficult for you
CITIBAN<0
to get credit.
I.F.1111
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What do you do?
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Simple. Apply to Citibank... because we make it easy
for students. And if you turn the page, you’ll find out why.
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Why it’s easy for students to get
a Citibank credit card.
As a student, you’ve obviously been through
a lot lengthy lectures, grueling exams, numerous
papers.
And Citibank thinks you deserve credit for all that.
That’s why we’ve made it easy for you to apply
for credit.
You don’t even need your parents to co-sign.
All you need is a photocopy of your current validated student ID.
Then, Just choose one of
our cards: A Citibank
Classic Visa’ or MasterCard.’

Either one will give you a head start establishing
credit. And because we’d like a long-term relationship with you, we’ll review your account periodically
so we can increase your credit line.
What’s more, as a Citibank cardmember, you can
use your Citibank card at over 7 million establishments worldwide and get cash anytime at over
42,000 Automated Teller Machines (ATMs).
Just follow the simple steps outlined below.
And remember, even though most
banks are looking for reasons to say no,
Citibank wants to say yes.

CITIBAN<0
wow.

,fl

C/778
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Here’s How You Apply:
o Tear off the application. (Use the perforations.
they make life easier.)
o Fill it in.
o Photocopy (both sides) of your current
validated student ID or your tuition bill for
the current semester
D Put everything in an envelope.
Write our address on the envelope
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A.
Citicorp Credit Services, Inc. (MD)
One Citicorp Drive
Hagerstown, Maryland 21741-8000
0 Seal the envelope. Put a stamp on it.
Mail it.
o Your application will be reviewed promptly

CITIBAWO
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We encourage you to understand some important
information about Citibank Classic cards.
Annual Percentage Rate
198/a
for Purchases
Annual Fee
$20
Grace Period for
Repayment of the Balance
20-25 days
for Purchases
50C
Minimum Finance Charge
Average Daily Balance
Method of Computing the
(including new purchases)
Balance for Purchases
At a financial institution
Transaction Fee
for Cash Advance
20/a of amount of
advance but not less
than $2 or more than
$10 At an automated
teller machine. $1.75.
$10
Late Payment Fee
The information about the costs of the card described in
this application is accurate as of July 1990. This information may have changed after that date To find out what
may have changed, write to Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.,
PO. Box 6035. Hagerstown, MD 21741
gro
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